Ajna-Being’s approach to sexual trauma is to reconnect mind and body, allowing
healing to take place.
Trauma, caused by all forms of abuse including sexual abuse, leaves long las ng
physical, emo onal, psychological, and spiritual wounds into adulthood. Many sexual
abuse survivors, especially those abused by their own caregivers and family
members, have li le choice but to succumb to the abuse. In order to survive the
body responds physiologically by dissocia ng and locks the survivor into a cycle of
feeling intense sensa ons followed by rage and fear, and then possibly immobility or
paralysis. Simultaneously, a feeling of helplessness and “weakness” embeds shame,
self-blame and self-hatred that results from the self-judgment of “why did I not put
up a ght?”
Many survivors struggle to come out of this immobility or paralysis, and it manifests
as physical and mental health condi ons such as: anxiety, depression, obesity,
bromyalgia, chronic fa gue syndrome, compulsive sexual behaviours including
addic on, gynaecological problems, and certain autoimmune condi ons.
Unfortunately the body is o en overlooked in therapies for survivors of sexual abuse,
even though it is one of the core issues that they face.
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Within this workshop, the therapists and yoga prac oners who lead the SIGH
course will demonstrate each individual’s own ability to access their inner healing
resources through the use of movement, body connec on, regula on of the nervous
system, and heart coherence. Our objec ve is that it is vital that all prac oners
embrace this healing for themselves, thus enabling them to be be er facilitators for
their clients
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This course is designed for social workers, psychologists,
psychotherapists, physiotherapists, and other bodywork
professionals.

Course Content:
•

Discovering our own childhood programming that we’ve received from
our families, culture, and society.

•

Exploring and setting boundaries.

•

Understanding and establishing safety in intimate relationships.

•

Releasing the fear of being sensual and rewiring safety.

At the end of this training you will be able to:
•

Understand the pendula on..

•

Understand trauma and the nervous system - confusion, shame,
dissociation, and betrayal concerning sexual trauma.

•

Understand the destruction of boundaries.

•

Demonstrate breathing exercises and simple physical exercises that you
use with children (under 11yrs and over 11yrs).

•

Identify areas of shame, dissociation and moving towards healthier
boundary setting.

This training includes lectures with a focus on up to date academic research in the area
of sexual trauma, demonstrations, and practical exercises.

Materials needed per person:
•

1 Notepad/ pen or pencil

•

1 Yoga mat/ smoothly woven mat

•

2 Tennis balls

Cost
Two days: £160 per person. Minimum 20 per group.

Refund Policy
We will consider refund requests due to an extraordinary circumstance or
emergency on a case-by-case basis. Please contact us at info@ajnabeing.com

Attendance
Sessions can be run live in person or online. In person training will have
additional costs.
If circumstances do not allow you to attend please notify us in advance.

Zoom Link
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Your Zoom link will be shared by email from info@ajnabeing.com following
registration.

Our Trainers
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Dr. Mariya Ali’s approach is a unique
blend of western psychological
methodologies, neuroscience, and
somatic and energy healing, to reprogram
limiting beliefs formed during childhood.
Her professional career spans 28 years
working with children and adults from
countries around the world including
countries from the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC), the Republic of Macedonia,
United States of America, United Kingdom
and Switzerland to name a few. She has
worked in various therapeutic, research

and policy roles in governmental,
international not-for-profit organisations
and charities. Dr. Ali served as an
Honorary Knowledge Exchange Fellow of
Oxford Brookes University’s School of Law
for seven years before moving to the
Faculty of Health and Life Sciences.
Holding a portfolio of gender and social
services, she served as the Deputy
Minister for Health and Family in the
Maldives from 2009-2011. She was
appointed Under Secretary of the Policy
Office at the Office of the President of the
Maldives focusing on social policy in
2011. Her work in furthering children’s
rights was recognised by Curtin University
of Technology in 2015 by awarding her
“The Global Impact Award” in 2015 and
the “Highly Commended Women in Public
Sector Award” at The Wintrade Awards in
2019.

Qualifications and certifications:
Bachelor in Social Work, Masters in
Interna onal Child Welfare, PhD in Human
Rights, Metaphysical Anatomy Technique,
Shim Sung (Finding True Self) and Dotong
(Healing self and others).

Details: www.ajnabeing.com

most avant-garde techniques that blend
energetic, emotional, and physical healing
therapies to meet the individual needs of
her clients. She works with all ages - from
infants and young people to the elderly
and even animals with astounding results.
In 2020, Krystyna became a Metaphysical
Anatomy Therapist and teacher. She
considers Metaphysical Anatomy Therapy
as one of the most effective and powerful
methods for healing emotional and
physical health issues. Krystyna continues
to expand her knowledge and skills
through an extremely busy schedule of
working with clients around the world,
over Zoom and Skype, and updating her
training and learning. Her own life is
transforming in magical ways and she
sends blessings and invites others to join
her to bring to action the changes they
want to see in their lives.
Krystyna Lawson’s emotional and
physical healing practice spans more than
25 years reaching over 5000 clients. Her
practice is enriched by her own life
changing experiences including fully
recovering from M.E. through Kinesiology.
This journey introduced her to various
healing modalities and teaching methods,
as she is a natural teacher with a passion
to ease those who are suffering with
emotional and physical pain. She uses the

Qualifications and certifications:
Diploma in Holis c Health, Diploma in
Kinesiology, Reiki 3 Prac oner and
Teacher, Re exology and Advanced
re exology Techniques, Aromatherapy,
PSYCH-K®, Small animal Cranial therapy,
Cranial Sacral Therapy, CST1, CST 2, SER 1,
and Metaphysical Anatomy Therapist
and Level 1 teacher. Medical Intui ve

Details: The Energetics Engineer -
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Krystyna Lawson

Shifana Mufeed is a yoga teacher,
personal trainer and a fitness instructor
with experience and knowledge in the
field of health and wellness.
She started off as an aerobics instructor
and established herself as a certified Les
Mill’s Instructor, holding qualifications in
BodyJam, BodyPump, Body Vive, Body
Balance and Zumba.
Before moving to England with her family,
Shifana’s own business, Ayogafitness, was
one of the most successful and fastest
growing of such businesses in her own
country. During the 8 successful years of
running her business, she introduced a
diverse range of yoga programmes,
including aerial yoga.
Shifana’s multitude of qualifications
allowed her to bring versatility and
innovation to her classes. She was also
often invited to work with high net worth
individuals including celebrities and
Hollywood actors and actresses that
requested personal training sessions.

Details: https://ayogafitness.blogspot.com/

